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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC CORPORATION

R. E. GINNA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

DOCKET NO. 50-244
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INTRODUCTION

The Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0916) related to the restart of Ginna
after the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) incident on January 25, 1982
and specifically license conditions 2.C(9)l through 20 required that
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RG8E) address 20 long-term items.
One of the license conditions, 2.C(9)1 concerned the safety injection (SI)
pump logic.

By letters dated November 22, 1982 (reference 1) and March 15, 1983
(Reference 2) RG8E provided sufficient information to the staff to evaluate
the licensee's response to the staff's concerns.

BACKGROUND

During the staff's review of'he January 25, 1982 steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR) (Reference 3) incident, it was determined that automatic
loading of the safety injection (SI) pump onto its specific power supply
buses could not be predicted with certainty.

Since there was a time delay of 5 seconds in sequencing SI pump 1C to
train A power and 7 seconds when sequencing it on train B power, the
licensee believed that this pump would always sequence on train A power
first whenever it was available. During the SG tube rupture incident,
however, safety injection pump 1C sequenced onto train B even though
both A 8 B train power was available following the safety injection
actuation signal. Subsequent analysis performed by the licensee
revealed that the selection of trains was not dependent on the time
delay contacts of the sequencing relays but rather on their instan-
taneous contacts. Because the train A and train B sequencing relays
are energized simultaneously on offsite power the selection ot train
power for safety injection pump 1C is dependent on the result of a
race condition between the two time delay relays. The staff and the
licensee agreed that the logic should be modified so that pump 1C would
always seek its normal supply first through a fixed priority loading
sequence.
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The staff was also concerned with regard to the automatic load transfer
design in that a fault occurring at the load could have been transferred
to the redundant safety train, challenging the overcurrent protection of
both trains, thereby creating a potential for a 'possible loss of both
trains. The transfer scheme at Ginna'tilized'oincident undervoltage
signals taken from bus undervoltage relays to transfer. safety injection
pump 1C to the alternate safety train on a low bus voltage condition. The
licensee provided an analysis w'hich showed that for any level of fault
current on the safety injection pump,'he SI pump circuit breaker would
trip first and remove the fault before the undervoltage relaying would
actuate to transfer the fault to the redundant train. The analysis also
showed that there was good coordination (at'east a 2.5 to 1 margin)
between the SI pump circuit breaker and,the upstream bus feeder breaker
such that for all levels of,fault currents the SI pump circuit breaker
would open first to clear the, fault before the bus feeder circuit
breaker opened. The fault current and undervoltage protection schemes
at Ginna met the single failure criteria; however, the design did not
incorporate a lockout design feature to prevent automatic transfer of the
fault at the load to the redundant bus on a subsequent undervoltage
condition.

3. 0 EVALUATION

The modification proposed by RGSE eliminates the uncertainty of the SI
pump loading onto its specific power supply source by replacing the
instantaneous contacts with two different time delayed contacts (5 seconds
for Train A and 7 seconds for Train B). That is, they will not open until
the relay timers have completed their respective preset time delay. Thus,
pump 1C will always seek its normal supply first through a fixed time
priority loading sequence.

The prevention of the transfer of' common electric fault is incorporated
into the proposed automatic load transfer scheme (ALTS). The scheme is
designed to accommodate two system conditions, of which one allows auto-
matic transfer for no-fault system conditions while the other prohibits
transfer to the alternate source for faulted system conditions, e.g.
transfer to Train B is necessary if the breaker of Train A fails to close
in due to a tripper bar adjustment problem, or some other breaker mechanical
problem. However, in case of a common electrical fault of SI 1C pump motor
or connected cables, transfer should not occur.

The staff's review of the additional information submitted on March 15, 1983
and the subsequent clarification by telecon with the licensee verified that
the design modification is accomplished by installing a spare time delay
relay on the A train sequencer. The new relay (2-1C2X) controls the subject
transfer scheme. The relay is energized through A "b" contact and an alarm
switch both from the SIP breaker on Train A. This transfer relay is
connected in parallel with existing relay on the Train A and designed to
close in the 30 seconds.
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The proposed modification allows the 1C pump to swing to the B Train if a
full bus voltage exists but the breaker (Train A) fails to "close in" due to
a breaker mechanical problem. Since the "b" contact normally opens when the
breaker is closed in, the failure of the breaker closure energizes the newly
installed 30 second relay. In the event the breaker fails to close within
the prescribed 30 second period, then the 2-1C2X relay will energize and
after a 7 second time delay associated with the B Train (a total time lapse
of 37 seconds), the pump will be loaded on the B Train. This total
accumulated time delay of 37 seconds is consistent with the Ginna plant FSAR.

In addition, the modification prohibits the 1C pump to transfer to the
alternate source (Train B) if an electrical fault occurs on the 1C pump
motor or its connected cables. This is accomplished by the opening of an
alarm (micro) switch which immediately deenergizes the 30 second timing
relay. The alarm switch is actuated by an overcurrent device in the
breaker. Theref'ore, any detection of overcurrent due to a fault opens
the transfer circuit and, thus, contains the fault within Train A. This.
scheme prevents both trains from being subject to a common electrical fault.

4. 0 CONCLUSION

Based on the review of the licensee's proposed design modification, the
staff concludes that the design resolves the staff's concern with regard
to preventing the automatic transfer of faults at the load to the
redundant bus and is, therefore, acceptable.
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